
PUBH2209: EXAM NOTES 
SHORT ANSWER 
The Role of Hippocratic Writings in The History of Medicine 
Hippocrates of Cos – Father of Medicine 

 Highly likely that he would've been an Asclepiad – a religion and system of therapeutics  

o Asclepius was Greek god of healing 

 60 treatises attributed to him: The Hippocratic Corpus 

o Discusses a variety of medical topics: diagnosis, epidemics, obstetrics, paediatrics, nutrition, 

surgery 

o Most of the treatises were not written by him and several were written well after him --- 

probably written by several authors over a 200 yr period 

 Had different target audiences – lay people, as well as trained practionners 

 Argued that psychological problems did not arise from gods – moved towards an empirical 

observation of the body for medical knowledge 

Hippocrates and Humoral Theory 

 Humoral Theory of Health - 4 bodily fluids (blood, phlegm, yellow bile (choler), black bile)  

o needed to be kept in balance 

 Humors derived from ingested food  

 Blood (liver), yellow bile (gall bladder), black bile (spleen) ---> the resulting humors were sent through 

blood vessels to respective organs 

 Eucrasia = good mixture (humors balanced) 

 Illness caused when humors/fluids shifted out of balance or accumulated where they werent meant 

to 

 Dyscrasia = bad mixture, humors unbalanced 

 Humors closely linked to equilibrium of the fours --- important association theory in greek world was 

the centrality of the 4 elements 

 Concept then development medical theory of humors 

o Blood - warm and moist like air 

o Phlegm - cold and moist like water 

o Yellow bile - warm and dry like fire 

o Black bile - cold and dry like earth 

 Balance of humors depended on: 

o Diet and proper modes of living 

o Atmosphere and changes in heat and moisture 

 Hot and dry summers set yellow bile in motion, producing bilious vomit, stool and 

fever with yellowish skin 

 Cold spell could trigger increase in black bile resulting in emotional instability 

 Treatment - seek to restore normal balance of humors using therapeutic contraries 

o e.g. reduction of humor through bloodletting, purging, bathing, modifying diet 

The Hippocratic Oath 

 Estimated to have been written in the decades around 400BCE – most widely known Greek med text 

 Requires a new physician to swear upon a number of healing gods that he will uphold a number of 

professional ethical standards, such as to do no harm (primum non noncore) 



The ‘Colombian Exchange’ of Infectious Diseases 

CONTEXT 

 17th April 1492 - Spanish queen (Isabella) grants Chris Columbus permission for the voyage - sets sail 

in august 

 discovery of west islands led to increased contact between the old World and the Americas 

o New trade routes established 

o Attempts made to colonise and Christianise the native populations 

 Increased contact = exchange of livestock and foodstuffs (expands european diet and pharmacopeia) 

= intro of diseases that spread rapidly amongst the indigenous populations 

o Large proportion of native population perished ~50 million people across both continents 

 1519-1619: possible that up to 90-95% of the native american population in Central America had 

been removed 

 Another cause of holocaust = superiority of European weapons + ruthlessness of the colonists 

 MAIN AGENTS: repeated series of epidemics transmitted by European and African immigrants to the 

Western Hemisphere 

o Theory of Mutual Tolerance: The more diseased a community is, the less destructive its 

epidemic becomes – evolutionarily people get more used to microbes and they get used to 

us 

o Over time, humans + microbes will coevolve towards a relative degree of equilibrium 

o "Virgin Soil" epidemics 

"VIRGIN SOIL" EPIDEMICS 

 Small isolated human populations - the total population of people susceptible to an infectious disease 

at any given time is very low 

 Many epidemics (acute viral illnesses such as measles, influenza) cannot infect enough people to 

'maintain themselves' 

o Tend to burn themselves out quickly and may disappear altogether 

 In a epidemic - proportion of people with the disease (prevalence) keeps increasing as long as there 

are enough susceptible people and regular contacts to keep the microbe circulating 

 Small communities - once the peak of the epidemic is 'over' the prevalence declines to 'extinction'  

o Main infectious disease risk is from: chronic diseases OR diseases which may be directly 

picked up from microbes in animals of the soil  

 i.e. transmission pathways less reliant on human contact 

 When the density of human populations grows - increased capacity for the spread of pathogens 

o There is a more continual supply of newly susceptible people + more opportunities for 

contact with people who have not had the disease before and are vulnerable to it 

 Settlement + geographic remoteness of the americas effectively filtered out many 'incoming' 

infectious diseases that were endemic to those who remained behind in Asia 

o Exceptions: infections with long incubation periods/those with chronic carrier states 

(leprosy, ringworm, scabies, body lice) 

 Those pops that were in europe, asia, africa - underwent repeated contact with a wide range of 

infectious diseases over numerous generations  

o Many acute infections shifted to become childhood diseases (e.g. measles) 

 Isolated from 'old world' natives of america were a 'virgin soil' pop for smallpox, plague, influenza, 

measles 

o European invaders + their african slaves transmitted all of the most contagious 'crowd 

diseases'  

 Recent AUS discovery: a 53,000 yr old strain of hep B virus (HBV) unique to Northern Territory 


